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APLEY COURT LOT
4/7/07 4/7/07 65 MT AUBURN STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED7:03 AM 7:03 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of suspicious activity. Officer arrived and spoke to the reporting party who stated   
they observed fifteen trash bags on top of a dumpster. The reporting party stated that the bags were full of party cups,  
bottles and other trash which had been leaking fluids all over the dumpster and the ground. The reporting party stated    
they followed the liquid trail which led back to the Spee Club located at 76 Mount Auburn Street. The reporting party     
stated they spoke to an individual who stated the club had been doing that for years. Officer attempted to make contact   
with someone from the club with negative results.                                                                         

4/7/07 4/7/07 382 VILLAGE COMMONS BLVDASSIST OTHER PD OPEN7:24 AM 7:24 AM
Officer assisted the California Police department in taking a report of harassing emails.                                 

WINTHROP HOUSE DINING HALL
4/7/07 4/7/07 32 MILL STPROPERTY DAMAGE CLOSED8:22 AM 8:22 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer observed a broken window while on patrol. Operations was notified to clean up the area.                           

ROSOVSKY HALL
4/7/07 4/7/07 52 MT AUBURN STTHEFT REPORT OPEN1:39 PM 1:00 PM  - 1:30 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured blue purse valued at $25.00 that contained a gray
wallet valued at $20.00, an Apple I-pod valued at $300.00, an identification card, $22.00 cash and a black T-mobile       
samsung cell phone valued at $200.00.                                                                                     

SPH 718
4/7/07 4/7/07 718 HUNTINGTON AVEASSAULT REPORT ARREST2:32 PM 2:32 PM BOSTON

Officers dispatched to a report that several individuals were involved in an argument. Officers arrived and observed two  
individuals sleeping inside the building who were identified by a third party as the individuals that were fighting       
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earlier. While attempting to wake the two individuals the officers were approached by an individual who stated that the   
two individuals worked for them. Officers attempted to obtain further information from the individual to which they       
refused and left the area. Officers followed the individual who now was obstructing traffic and asked for identification. 
The individual stated that they had identification on them but were not going to show it to the officers. The individual  
then placed their hand on the officer in attempts to move them aside. The individual was instructed several times to      
remove their hands from their pockets to which they refused. After a short struggle the individual was placed under       
arrest.                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                          
Name: Flyer, William                                                                                                      
Age: 62                                                                                                                   
Address: 560 Center St #8                                                                                                 
Jamaica Plain, MA                                                                                                         
Charge(s): A&B on a Police Officer                                                                                        
Disturbing the Peace                                                                                                      

4/7/07 4/7/07 MASS AVE / LINDEN STFIELD INTERVIEW CLOSED6:23 PM 6:23 PM CAMBRIDGE
Officers observed two individuals pacing back and forth. Officers then observed one individual begin to videotape the     
second individual as they began to spray paint a private bus. Officers approached the individual who then fled the area.  
Officers gave chase and attempted to locate the individual with negative results. At 6:36pm officers observed the second  
individual involved in the incident walking down the street. Officers approached the individual and a field interview was 
conducted. The individual stated they did not know the other individuals name who had spray painted the bus. Officers     
asked the individual to show them their camera to which they did not comply. The individual was carrying clothing that the
suspect was seen wearing earlier. The individual was run for wants/warrants with negative results and officers confiscated
the clothing after the individual stated that they were going to leave the items on the ground.                           

HILLEL, HARVARD
4/7/07 4/7/07 52 MT AUBURN STTRESPASS WARNING CLOSED6:48 PM 6:48 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of a suspicious individual in the lounge. Officers arrived, located the individual and a  
field interview was conducted. The individual was run for wants/warrants with negative results and sent on their way with 
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a trespass warning for all of Harvard University property.                                                                

DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
4/7/07 4/7/07 77 DUNSTER STTRESPASS WARNING CLOSED6:50 PM 6:50 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report that an individual attempted to piggyback into Kirkland House. Officers arrived and       
located the individual who stated they were attempting to gain access to the building to get some free food. The          
individual was run for wants/warrants with negative results and sent on their way with a trespass warning for all of      
Harvard University property.                                                                                              

FAIRFAX HALL
4/7/07 4/7/07 1300 MASSACHUSETTS AVEUNWANTED GUEST CLOSED10:04 PM 10:04 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report that an individual was passed out in the foyer and may need medical assistance. Officers  
arrived and report the individual was gone on arrival.                                                                    


